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in etc/resolv.conf the
parameters nameserver

and search were changed
to the nameserver of the
amazon aws ec2 machine
and search was added to
the part of the resolv.conf

looking like this
nameserver (ip-of-amazon-
machine) search (ubuntu)
at the moment its hard for

me to understand the
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error i am getting, but
what does it mean? im not
sure if this is a bug that i
have been released with?

or is it expected
behaviour? i have been

using the cloud beta and
was working fine untill
today, i can only hope
there will be an update

soon which will solve this
issue and make things run
smoothly. A: This problem
doesn't seem to be related
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to Ubuntu Desktop, but to
Amazon Machine Images
that can be downloaded
from You can clean the
downloaded AMI if you
don't need it, otherwise

you can just upgrade the
system. As said in the

release note for 12.04.5
The following releases

contain an issue related to
network DNS resolution.

This affects instances
running Amazon Machine
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Images (AMI) downloaded
from the Ubuntu Cloud

Images service, and
running on Amazon EC2.

Since you have the
Ubuntu 14.04 image, you

need to upgrade the
system. sudo apt-get

update && sudo apt-get
upgrade Additional

Resources The Importance
of Parent/Child

Communication What is
‘connecting’?
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“Connecting” is the term
used to describe a specific
interpersonal relationship.

According to Lifespan
Development, “Connecting

is a relationship which
takes place between one

or more people. It is
characterized by the

development of intimacy
and trust between the

people involved”. There
are many factors that
need to be considered
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when talking about
connecting such as trust,
friendship, compassion,
and love. When talking
about connections, it is

crucial to understand how
our connections influence
our children. I’ve noticed

that when I am focused on
connecting with my

family, my kids become
much more focused and

they become more driven
to accomplish things.
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When I am distracted,
they fall behind and

struggle to focus on their
schoolwork. I believe that

this is because I am
disconnected from them.
The most important thing
that I can do is to keep my

focus on my family and
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